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Abstract: Cleaning and shaping of root canals is a crucial step in endodontic treatments. Irrigation allows removal 

of residual tissues in the canal that cannot be cleaned by instrumentation alone. This study evaluates and compares 

the efficiency of XP-endo Finisher (XPF), EndoActivator (EA) and Passive Ultrasonic Irrigation (PUI) in removing 

dentin debris and to compare percentage of remaining dentin debris for each irrigation system. 

Sixty extracted upper molar teeth with straight palatal canals were used in this study. Canals were prepared with 

ProTaper NEXT files to size X4 with 1ml 2.0% NaOCl irrigation between files. Roots were distributed into three 

groups of twenty samples and irrigated with 1ml 2.0% NaOCl which was activated for 60 seconds using three 

irrigation systems; group one, XPF; group two, EA; and group three, PUI, then the groups were rinsed with 5ml 

2.0% NaOCl. Roots were split longitudinally, photographed digitally, images transferred to a computer, and 

percentage of remaining dentin debris at apical, middle and coronal levels was calculated. Data were analyzed 

statistically by ANOVA and LSD at 1% and 5% significant levels. Results showed that cleaning with XPF or PUI 

resulted in significantly cleaner canals (P<0.01) than EA at all canal levels. XPF resulted in cleaner canals than 

PUI at all levels, but with insignificant statistical difference (P>0.05). Apical level of all canals showed greater 

amount of dentin debris (P<0.01) compared to middle and coronal levels, regardless of irrigation system used. 
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I. Introduction 
The goal of endodontic therapy is the removal of all vital or necrotic tissues, microorganisms, and microbial 

by-products from the root canal system. The root canal system is highly complex and variable and has limited our 

ability to clean and disinfect it predictably. Shaping of root canals is performed almost entirely by using hand and 

rotary instrumentation techniques [1]. 

Peters et al., using micro computed tomography scans before and after mechanical instrumentation found 

that, regardless of the instrumentation technique, 35% or more of the root canal surfaces (including canal fins, 

isthmuses, and cul-de-sacs) remained uninstrumented [2]. Thus, instrumentation alone does not fully prepare the root 

canal system for obturation, and disinfection is the key to the augmentation of instrumentation process and 

optimization of the obturation process [3]. 

Disinfection is comprised of the removal of the tissue remnants and the associated bacteria in the root canal 

system through flushing with irrigating solution. The key is to remove as much tissue remnant as possible and the 

more thorough the process of irrigation, the lower the remaining level of bacteria [4]. 

Optimal irrigation is based on the use of a combination of two or more irrigating solutions, in a specific 

sequence, to obtain the goals of effective and safe irrigation predictably. Traditionally, delivery of the irrigant 

solutions into the root canal system have been done using plastic syringes and metal needles of different sizes and 

tip designs. However, research and clinical experience have shown, that this classic approach typically results in 

irrigation that is ineffective, especially in areas such as fins, anastomoses, and the most apical region of the root 

canal system. Therefore, many of the irrigation solutions have been modified chemically and many mechanical 

devices have been developed for the improvement of the effectiveness and penetration of irrigation [5]. 

In spite of the recent advances in irrigation systems, it is still not possible to remove all debris from the 

root canal systems. Inadequate canal debridement can lead to a decrease in endodontic success [6]. For this reason, 

different irrigation systems were used in this study and the cleaning efficiency of each system was evaluated and 

compared to find which system is more preferable for the cleaning of root canals. 

 

II. Materials and Methods 
Sixty freshly extracted human maxillary molar teeth with straight palatal root canals collected from different 

specialized dental centers were used in this study. 

Immediately after extraction; bone, calculus, stains and soft tissues on the tooth surface were removed 

manually by the use of a cumine [7], disinfected with 3.0% NaOCl solution for 30 minutes [8], followed by washing 

with tap water. The teeth were then stored in a plastic container containing 0.1% thymol solution [7]. 
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With the aid of a digital caliper and a permanent red marker, the length of the palatal roots was standardized 

to 11mm from the anatomic apex. The teeth were then mounted on a bench vice, and a double-faced diamond disc 

mounted on a straight handpiece was used, under water coolant, for sectioning the palatal root perpendicular to the 

long axis of the root according to the drawn line. 

The pulpal tissues were removed using barbed broaches, and the exact location of the apical foramen and 

the patency of the canals were verified by the insertion of a #10 stainless steel K-file and advanced slowly until it 

is visualized at the apical foramen by the aid of a 20x magnifier. The silicon stopper was adjusted, the file was 

removed and measured, and the correct working length was established by subtracting 1mm from the above 

measurement [9]. To facilitate handling of the samples during the subsequent steps, the samples were embedded, 

except for the coronal 3 millimeters, in surgical tubes filled with silicon rubber base impression material of putty 

consistency and mounted on a bench vice to establish a standardized position during the following steps. 

All the canals were prepared with ProTaper NEXT rotary system (Dentsply Maillefer, Ballaigues, 

Switzerland) with the instrumentation sequence beginning with the X1 file, followed by X2, X3 and reaching a final 

size of X4. 

The roots were then divided into three groups of 20 samples each. 

• Group 1:  the canals were   cleaned   with   the   XP-endo   Finisher (FKG   Dentaire, La Chaux-de-Fonds, 

Switzerland) (Fig.1). After working length adjustment to 10mm with the provided tube, the Finisher was cooled 

down with ethyl chloride spray while it is inside the tube. After irrigating the canal with 1.0ml 2.0% NaOCl, the 

Finisher was removed from the tube and activated while its tip was inside the canal. The Finisher was activated for 

60 seconds inside the canal using gentle 7-8mm lengthwise movements to contact the full length of the canal. 

Figure 1: XP-endo finisher. 

 

• Group2: the canals were cleaned with the EndoActivator sonic irrigation system (Dentsply Tulsa Dental 

Specialties, Tulsa, OK, USA) (Fig.2) using the medium-size polymer tip (25/.04). After irrigating the canal with 

1.0ml 2.0% NaOCl, the tip was fitted passively inside the canal, 2mm shorter than the working length, and activated 

at 10,000 cycles/minute for 60 seconds with pumping action in short 2-3mm vertical strokes. 

 Figure 2: EndoActivator system. 
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• Group3: The instrumented roots were subjected to passive ultrasonic activation using the Varios 570 iPiezo 

Engine (Nakanishi Inc., Tochigi, Japan) (Fig.3) with stainless steel #25 ultrasonic file, 1mm shorter than the working 

length and passively moving inside the root canal. For this group, the 1.0 ml of irrigant solution to be activated was 

divided into 3 equal parts, with each part delivered and ultrasonically activated for 20 seconds, for a total period of 

60 seconds, for better removal of debris than continuous irrigation [10]. 

Figure 3:  NSK Varios 570 iPiezo engine. 

 

After cleaning the canals for each group, the canals received a final rinse of 5.0ml 2.0% NaOCl, followed 

by dryness with ProTaper NEXT paper points size X4. Then the canals were sealed coronally with self-cure glass 

ionomer cement as a temporary filling to prevent the entry of debris during sectioning and prevent contamination 

of the root canal space [11-13]. 

The roots were then removed from their tubes and a marker was used to draw guiding lines longitudinally 

on the buccal and palatal sides. The roots were then mounted on the bench vice and longitudinally grooved 

buccopalatally on the previously marked lines with a diamond disc mounted on a low speed straight handpiece 

under water cooling, preserving the inner shelf of dentin surrounding the canal. The grooves were then cleaned from 

any remaining debris with a short blast of air. Then the roots were split by placing a surgical blade #15 in the groove 

and striking the blade gently with a small mallet [14]. The longitudinal section of each root with ≤180o of the canal 

circumference was selected for the study. The sections with >180o of canal circumference would possibly interfere 

with the total canal visualization during photography [7,9,14-16]. Teeth showing that the groove had penetrated the canal 

were discarded and replaced [17]. 

Images of the split roots were taken using a 24-megapixels Nikon D7100 professional digital SLR camera 

using a macro lens at 1:1 setting with electronic macro flash and saved to a notebook computer with maximum 

resolution of 6000x4000 pixels. The camera system was mounted on a professional tripod in an upside-down 

orientation, the sectioned roots were placed over a millimeter grid paper under the camera lens, and the distance 

between the focal plane mark on the camera body and the root section, which was selected according to the optimum 

focusing without any blurring, remained constant during image capturing of all samples. 

The images were opened with Adobe Photoshop CC 2015 and magnified 200 times with the digital zoom 

tool. The root canal area was divided into equal thirds (apical, middle, coronal) by using superimposing lines. 

The amount of dentin debris r e m a i n i n g  in each canal was traced by using t h e  magnetic lasso tool, and the 

histogram function of the software reported the total number of pixels occupied by the debris. The outline 

of the canal was also traced and the histogram function of the software reported the total pixels occupied by the canal. 

The percentage of remaining dentin debris at each level was calculated using the equation (1) [7,14,15]. 

 

Percentage	of	dentin	debris	at	each	level �
������	��	������	��� ��	!�	�!"#	��$��

%��!�	&�����	��	���� �	"!�!�	! �!
'100           (1) 

 

The data were collected and statistically analyzed using the IBM Statistical Package for the Social Sciences 

version 20 (SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA). One-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) and Least Significant Difference 

(LSD) tests were used to determine whether there is a statistical difference between the groups and between the 

different levels within each group with a significance level of P<0.05. 
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III. Results 
The mean percentage of remaining dentin debris in experimental groups is shown in (Table1) and (Fig.4). 

 

 

Table1: Descriptive statistical analysis for the percentage of dentin debris remaining at the three levels (Apical, 

Middle, Coronal) for the irrigation systems. 

 

Levels Tested Groups n Minimum % Maximum % Mean % ±SD 

Apical 

(0-3mm) 

XP-endo Finisher 20 1.42 2.36 1.88 0.31 

EndoActivator 20 2.98 6.89 5.27 1.29 

PUI 20 1.52 3.27 2.33 0.49 

Middle 

(3-6mm) 

XP-endo Finisher 20 .78 1.65 1.17 0.24 

EndoActivator 20 1.60 4.03 2.40 0.51 

PUI 20 .93 2.00 1.39 0.29 

Coronal 
(6-9mm) 

XP-endo Finisher 20 .82 1.55 1.24 0.23 

EndoActivator 20 1.44 3.68 2.57 0.62 

PUI 20 .91 2.09 1.50 0.30 

 

Figure 4: Bar chart showing mean percentage of dentin debris remaining 

 

1. The comparison between the three irrigation systems in removing dentin debris at each level 
To compare among the three irrigation systems at each level, ANOVA test was performed to analyze the presence 

of statistically significant difference for the percentage of remaining dentin debris and the result showed that there 

are highly significant differences at all regions. Least Significant Difference test (LSD) was performed and the result 

showed that at the apical, middle and coronal levels, no significant difference (P>0.05) was found between the XP-

endo Finisher group and the PUI group, while high significant differences (P<0.01) were found between the 

EndoActivator group and both the XP-endo Finisher and PUI groups. 
 

2. The comparison between the remaining dentin debris at three different levels for each irrigation system 
For all of the irrigation systems, high significant differences (P<0.01) were found between the apical and middle 

levels and between the apical and coronal levels, while no significant difference (P>0.05) was found between the 

middle and coronal levels. 

 

IV. Discussion 
In the presence of infection, one purpose of the mechanical cleaning of the root canal system is the removal 

of the inner layer of contaminated dentin, by scraping the walls of this anatomical space. However, dentin surfaces 

may remain untouched after endodontic preparation [1,18], so this disinfection must be complemented by the action 
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of irrigating solutions [19,20]. Moreover, during instrumentation, there is the production of dentin shavings, which if 

left in the root canal alongside the remnants of the necrotic tissues and microorganisms, may lead to the perpetuation 

of infection and generation of an adverse endodontic treatment prognosis [21]. It has been demonstrated that a 

potential side effect of instrumentation is the accumulation of debris, which negatively impact the sealing ability 

of root canal fillings [1,5]. 

Although conventional irrigation (needle/syringe) has been widely used, several techniques and devices 

have been proposed to optimize the chemical and mechanical properties and improve the penetration of irrigating 

solutions; these include the use of syringes associated with modified needles, sonic and ultrasonic devices, and 

negative pressure irrigation systems [22-24]. 

In this study, three different irrigation systems were compared for their efficiency in removing dentin 

debris. The first system was the XP-endo Finisher, the second system was the EndoActivator, which depend on 

sonic technology for irrigation, and the third system was the NSK Varios ultrasonic irrigation system. 

 

1. The efficiency of the three irrigation systems at the apical level 
At the apical level, both the XP-endo Finisher and the PUI systems resulted in less dentin debris remaining compared 

with the EndoActivator system; the XP-endo Finisher showed least amount of dentin debris remaining among all 

groups but statistically, no significant difference was found between the XP-endo Finisher and the PUI system. 

Highly significant difference was found between the EndoActivator system and the other groups. 

The absence of a statistically significant difference between the XP-endo Finisher and the PUI is in 

agreement with Leoni et al. [25]. This may be explained because of the highly flexible proprietary alloy combined 

with the small core size and zero taper of the XP-endo Finisher instrument, which allowed it to expand its reach 

when in rotation [26]. This unique property promoted the agitation of the irrigant solution i n s id e  t he  ca na l ,  

r e su l t i ng  i n  the disruption and removal of the accumulated hard tissue debris by the final flushing action of the 

syringe/needle irrigation, similarly to PUI [25]. 

The reduced cleaning efficiency of the EndoActivator compared with the PUI in this study is supported by 

the results of Jiang et al. [27]. When EndoActivator tip is placed in the apical level, there is a certain amount of 

dampening that occurs when there is contact with the canal walls. This inhibits the free oscillation of the sonic tip, 

reducing the efficient streaming of the irrigant. This may explain the results that the ultrasonic activation removed 

more debris than the sonic activation [14]. Those results are in disagreement with Klyn et al. [28] who found no 

significant differences between sonic and ultrasonic irrigation systems. 

The high significant difference in cleaning efficiency of the XP-endo Finisher compared with the 

EndoActivator system is in disagreement with Elnaghy et al. [29], who found that there is no statistically significant 

difference between the two systems in debris and smear layer removal. This difference in the result might be 

explained as the consequence of differences in the methodological design including curved root canal configuration, 

preparation protocol using BT-RaCe rotary system reaching apical size of 35/.04, irrigant solution (concentration, 

volume, and flowrate), and the percentage of dentin debris after root canal preparation. 

 

2. The efficiency of the three irrigation systems at the middle and coronal levels 
At the middle and coronal levels, the XP-endo Finisher resulted in less dentin debris remaining compared with the 

PUI and the EndoActivator systems. Also, the PUI resulted in less dentin debris compared to the EndoActivator 

system. 

No significant difference was found between the XP-endo Finisher and the PUI group at the middle and 

coronal levels. These results also coincide with the results of Leoni et al. [25], who also found no significant 

difference in the cleaning between the two systems, but the PUI system in their study resulted in slightly cleaner 

canals at those levels than the XP-endo Finisher group, which could be due to some differences in the experimental 

conditions, including the use of reciprocating files in instrumenting canals with isthmuses, and with no irrigation 

during the whole instrumentation procedure; these conditions combined allow for the build-up of great amounts of 

dentin debris. The increased efficiency of the XP-endo Finisher in this study is due to its flexibility allowing it to 

expand its reach to 6mm in diameter or 100-fold greater than an equivalent-sized file, thus is claimed to allow the 

mechanical cleaning of the canal in areas previously impossible to reach [26]. 

The superior cleaning efficiency of the PUI in the middle and coronal regions compared with the 

EndoActivator is in agreement with Sabins et al. [14], whose study also found a significant difference in cleaning 

efficiency between the passive ultrasonic irrigation and the passive sonic irrigation. These results could be due to 

the higher driving frequency of ultrasound in comparison to the sonic devices. Therefore, the flow velocity and the 

cleaning efficiency are lower for the sonically activated irrigation, resulting in less effective delivery to the root 

canal extensions [14,30]. 

The highly significant difference in the cleaning efficiency of the XP-endo Finisher compared to the 

EndoActivator at the coronal and middle levels are in disagreement with the study of Elnaghy et al. [29]. This reduced 

efficiency of the EndoActivator could be attributed to the oscillation pattern of the sonically activated tip, having a 
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node at the attachment point, at which the least oscillation amplitude is located. 

 

3. The amount of debris among the three levels 
The percentage of dentin debris remaining at the middle levels showed no significant difference with coronal levels, 

which is supported by the results of Sabins et al. and Vansan et al. [14,31]. The percentage of dentin debris remaining 

at the middle and coronal levels were less than that found at the apical level for all groups, because the apical level 

is narrower than the middle and coronal levels, so less amount of irrigation can be delivered to this area and also 

the irregularity and complexity of this area rendering more debris apically [32]. These findings are in agreement with 

Sabins et al.; Elnaghyet al.; Vansan et al.; Rödig et al.; Kamel and Kataia [14,29,31-33]. 

 

V. Conclusion 
According to the proposed methodology and based on the findings of this study, the following conclusions could 

be drawn: 

• None of the tested irrigation devices was able to completely remove dentin debris from approximately straight 

root canals. 

• Using the XP-endo Finisher or the passive ultrasonic irrigation (PUI) was more effective than EndoActivator 

sonic irrigation. 

• The apical level showed greater amount of debris than the middle and coronal levels, regardless of the irrigation 

device used. 
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